CasCades Restaurant at Viceroy Bali
CasCades Restaurant, revered as one of the most romantic restaurant settings in the world, has a menu to
match filled with organic home-grown vegetables and the best produce sourced internationally.
A path leads down to CasCades restaurant, the beating heart of Viceroy Bali hotel, and with its 10 metre
high cone-shaped thatched roof it immediately impresses. The executive chef Miles Belfield inspires
Balinese and Western creations imbued with classic European sensibility. The perfect setting for a
romantic or special occasion, the restaurant offers world-class a la carte and degustation dining using only
the freshest and highest quality produce.
Ease into a long lunch or the evening with a relaxing drink at the bar that overlooks luscious jungle vistas;
before CasCades' attentive and smiling staff guide you to your table. It makes for an auspicious beginning
to what is a special night of fine dining matched with great wines and simple, unobtrusive service. The
comprehensive wine list takes a tour through many of the world’s great wine regions and caters for a wide
range of tastes and budgets; a difficult feat on the island of Bali.
The dining journey starts with the burst of flavour of the amuse bouche – translating from French literally
as “mouth amuser” – it introduces diners to Indonesian flavours and textures. What follows next depends
on whether to go down the a la carte or degustation path. With an array of Indonesian, European and
Vegetarian dishes the menu is unlikely to be narrowed to just one selection.
CasCades Restaurant is a visionary in developing Ubud’s culinary scene, not only for the perpetual
development of dishes that push the boundaries of Bali, but because of the chef collaboration programme
that invites the world’s best chefs to Ubud. We invite Michelin and forward thinking chefs as a way to
exchange ideas and learn new techniques, culminating in a dinner event. Holding these events quarterly,
Cascades Restaurant has collaborated with many ground-breaking chefs including Nick Bril of The Jane
Antwerp (Belgium), Michaël Vrijmoed of Vrijmoed (Belgium), Shinobu Namae of L'Effervescence
(Tokyo), Julien Royer of Odette (Singapore), Thierry Blouet of Café des Artistes (Puerto Vallarta, Mexico)
and most recently Brad Kilgore of Alter Miami who was awarded Best New Chef in America by Food &
Wine magazine.
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Executive chef Miles Belfield brings more than 20 years’ experience to CasCades restaurant and is already
considered a gastronomy heavyweight in Bali having headed up the teams at recognisable and reputable
establishments prior to joining CasCades in 2018. Having garnered experience across many Michelinstarred restaurants from the beginning of his career in London, Chef Miles understands the need to
prioritise ingredients above all else
Before calling Bali home, Chef Miles worked at 1 Michelin-starred restaurants including Quartier Vert and
Bordeaux Quay in Bristol. This experience allowed Miles to take on grander hotel dining projects whilst
running an efficient and considered kitchen. Designing menus and maintaining kitchens across multiple
outlets in a resort meant that quality control was of the utmost importance to Chef Miles - “I would
analyse and acquire our produce right from the source – whether that be a vegetable farm hour away or
early mornings at the local fisherman’s market.” He has applied the same concept to his kitchen at
CasCades, fastidiously ensuring the best ingredients are the starting place for his menu.
CasCades Restaurant has been awarded numerous accolades throughout the years which include Best
Fine Dining Restaurant in Bali 2015 and Best European Restaurant in Bali 2014 by NOW! Bali Magazine,
Asia’s Finest Restaurant Top 500 2013 by The Miele Guide, Indonesia’s Top Five Restaurants 2011/2012
by The Miele Guide, Indonesia’s Best Restaurant 2007 by American Express and Indonesia Tatler, and
The Awards of Excellence 2007 by Wine Spectator USA for its superb wine list comprising of over 160
different quality wines from around the world suiting a range of different tastes and various prices.
Operation Hours:
Lunch and Dinner 7 days a week including public holidays.
* Choice of a la carte or Royal Balinese Rijsttafel menu available for bookings of up to 4 people.
* For group bookings of 5 people and more, set menu is provided.
* Host functions and events – standard or personalised menu available.
About Viceroy Bali:
Crowning a secluded ridge above Bali’s Valley of the Kings, Viceroy Bali is a luxurious 25-villa retreat for
those seeking the exclusive, the exotic, and the elegant in all things. With mesmerising views of the
tropical valley, the hotel offers 25 expansive yet intimate pool villas, attentive service, facilities including
restaurant, spa, gym, onsite helipad, plus convenient access to the many wonders of the region. Above all,
Viceroy Bali provides the discriminating traveller with a relaxing paradise retreat in an authentic Balinese
setting.
A member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World, Viceroy Bali is located near the village of Ubud in
central Bali. For more information or reservations contact Viceroy Bali via phone (+62 361 971777),
website (www.viceroybali.com), or email (res@viceroybali.com).
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